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Dear Customer,
Welcome to yet another exciting edition of In
the Mix. This Easter special edition is as action
packed as ever with features on Mother’s Day
and St. Patrick’s Day also included!
In this month’s edition we’re taking a look at
some traditional dishes and some unique bakes
which are associated with Easter plus some
other special occasions which are just around
the corner. Why not try some of them for
yourself? Whether you like the sound of a hearty
Irish stew on St. Patrick’s Day, classic hot cross
buns at Easter or you’re looking for a Mother’s Day
Treat with a twist, you can find everything in the
following pages.
And, as always, we’ve got some fantastic deals
on offer in this month’s Bako Best Bites section.
Choose from fantastic deals and stock up on
Truly Cake Decorations, Renshaw Icing and a vast
selection of cake mixes.
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FRANK’S

MARKET REPORT
MARCH 2019

DAIRY

SUGAR

OILS AND FATS

Butter prices were expected to
ease a little post Christmas before slowly
firming again. This did not happen and
as large buyers moved back into the
market the price took an unexpected
upturn. Once stocks were replenished,
the quiet trade and improved Sterling
v Euro rate has caused an easing in
prices as we start February. Brexit result,
winter and spring conditions will largely
determine the path of prices in early 2019.

UK farmers are entering the final weeks
of the 2018/19 beet harvest. Weather has
again played a major factor in the yields
which have declined compared to the
2017/18 crop. The UK processing factories
in Cantley and Bury St Edmunds are
due to stop slicing mid-February and
the Newark plant will stop towards the
end of March.

Consolidation at the end of
January was seen by all oil markets
whether that be in prices rising
or falling. The market does feel
relatively flat and needs fresh news
to give the market direction. The rise
in sterling did help to keep prices
in check.

Sugar beet yields this harvest have
dropped considerably compared with
the record levels seen in the 2017/18
season; overall at the end of this years’
harvest, production will be less than the
1.37 million tonnes of sugar achieved
last year.

The palm oil market was the
strongest member of the veg oil
complex as we started February.
As a result of recent falls and palm
being competitive against other
products this warranted the move
higher in prices. Stocks remain at
record levels and this is not likely to
change in the near future due to
better than expected production
figures and weak export demand.

SMP and other powders have
increased in value as the huge
stocks of Intervention are
almost gone. The additional demand on
the open market should see firmer prices
during 2019.

Nortech Foods Ltd are the UK’s
biggest and most respected
manufacturer and supplier of
Animal Fats within the UK food
market inclusive of Pork Lard &
Beef Dripping products.
Nortech supply both branded and
own label products to Bako and
value our partnership which has
been developed over many years.

NUTS & SEEDS
Coconut
The market has been flat lately, with low
buying actively. Some factories have
closed down for Chinese New Year and
there have been reports of reduction
on raw material availability due to the
low prices.

Moving forward, prices are
likely to increase as raw
material prices have reached
unsustainable lows and there
are risks of adverse weather and prices
of palm oil going up (coconut market
follows palm oil market).
Hazelnuts

CURRENCY

THE EXCHANGE

UP

2.70%
STERLING V DOLLAR
EXCHANGE RATE
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Sterling strengthened despite
Prime Minister Theresa May's failed
Brexit deal. The deal was defeated by a
margin of 230 votes which is the largest
defeat suffered by any UK government
in history. The Prime Minister was then
subject to a no confidence vote by the
opposition party which she won the
following day. The market is hoping for
a softer brexit or no brexit at all, either of
these are viewed as positive options for
the UK and its currency.

UP

2.92%

It will be interesting to
see what effect the final
negotiations have as the clock
runs down.

UP

4.55%

STERLING V EURO
EXCHANGE RATE

BRENT CRUDE OIL
$/BARREL

End Dec

1.275

End Dec

1.112

End Dec

$58.13

End Jan

1.31

End Jan

1.145

End Jan

$60.84

ENERGY
Oil prices tumbled mid January after an
increase in US drilling pointed to further
supply growth and the continuing US China
trade war meant investors lost confidence.

Prices rallied second half of
January having been buoyed
by a new round of supply cuts
from Opec and its allies.

The market has eased off slightly as the
hysteria around there being insufficient
product to last the rest of the season
has quietened. Market levels have been
controlled by those bringing product in a
limited way, in the hope of higher prices.

All eyes are now on how the
new crop will develop, so far all
appears to be normal, although
it is still early. The Turkish lira
also continues to strengthen.
Almonds
Prices for most calibres and processed
almonds have started to go down
slowly. Sources from Spain reiterate
about California limiting offers of Std 5%
which is the raw material for processed
almonds. There are already early
estimations for a good 2019/20 Californian
crop as trees are starting to bloom nicely
and there are sufficient water reserves for
irrigation during summer.

Regarding Spanish crop, the
blooming period has already
started in some areas; if there is
not any frost, the current
crop should yield a good harvest.

In mid-January, (16.01.19) the UK beet
industry did increase its estimate for this
seasons’ harvest due to higher than first
expected sugar contents. The current
beet forecast for 2018/19 is 1.15 million
tonnes compared with the earlier
estimate of 1.05 million tonnes reported
in November 2018.

As for 2019/20 crop, no
estimate is available for this
spring’s sugar beet area,
but farmers do face the
prospect of growing beet without key
neonicotinoid seed treatments after
a ban on using them came into effect
in 2018. Thus, it has been reported
that UK beet sugar output could drop
in the coming years as farmers could
decide to turn away from beet amid low
global sugar prices, on top of the ban on
certain pesticides.

Palm Oil

Considering the bullish
view of the palm oil
market it is a shock that
prices are remaining as
high as they are. The market may
require fresh news in order to move
from its current price range.
Rapeseed Oil
The demand on the nearby
positions remains strong especially
from the biodiesel market and
the outlook for the 19/20 crop still
looks bleak. However, there was a
slight improvement on this front
as better acreage in the UK and
Eastern countries moved slightly
higher to aid the tight supply.

The current figure is
around half a million
tonnes lower than the
previous year.

DRIED FRUIT
Prices for Turkish Vine Fruit have
been climbing by approximately 45%
from September 2018. As mentioned
in previous updates, this drastic price
increase has been caused by currency
volatility, political unrest, raw material
quality, lower availability in other origins
and a smaller 2018/19 crop. Now the
factors to watch are the development of
the new crop which so far looks good and
has benefited with good weather, but
there will be more certainty in April after
the frost period.

Also the availability of suitable
products from other origins
such as South Africa and
Australia can influence the
market levels; our sources from South
Africa have indicated limited availability
for Sultanas and Currants and initial
offers are similar or higher to current
levels for Turkish material

FLOUR
Wheat from France and the US
was the cheapest at the last week’s
Egypt tender with Russian too
expensive to compete, showing that
demand is now switching out of the
Black Sea into the US and EU, but
it was the receding prospect of a
trade deal between China and the
US which sent the US markets lower
last week. The recent USDA report
was perceived as mildly bullish
giving higher US ending stocks.

Here in the UK, DEFRA
released data showing
the harvest 18 UK wheat
acreage 108k hectares
lower than the recent AHDB June
survey, which if correct could reduce
the UK crop size by up to 850k mt.
We are already seeing prices rising
as a result.

*This information is the opinion of Frank Wade with data support from Mintec. BAKO North Western Group cannot be
held responsible for any decisions based on this information.
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ST PATRICKS
DAY

MACKLE
APPLE
The Mackle family have been growing and
processing Bramley Apples for 60 years.

Celebrate the Feast of Saint
Patrick with these traditional
Irish dishes.

Our two modern processing sites are located in
Northern Ireland and Cambridgeshire. We also have
our own orchards in England and Ireland and probably
being the largest Bramley grower in the British Isles
means our apple supplies are secure whatever the
future may bring.

IRISH STEW
A hearty stew that can be made in a slow cooker.
(A lamb based stew with potatoes, carrots, turnip)

Currently the trees in the orchards are bare and some
necessary pruning is taking place. This will help yields
come harvest and makes picking easier.
Our Mackle Apple pie filling range is supplied to a
huge number of customers throughout the food
industry however it is mainly bakers who are the
biggest users. They see Mackle Apple as a versatile
apple filling, which is suitable for a wide range of pies,
tarts and crumbles at an economical cost.
Our Natural Apple is a premium product, uniquely
made with the highest possible percentage of fruit,
delivering that superb Bramley apple taste we all love.

CORNED BEEF AND CABBAGE
This became an Irish – American tradition by way
of substitutions, when Irish immigrants used
corned beef instead of pork in the usually Irish
bacon and cabbage.
IRISH SODA BREAD
Soda bread is a variety of quick bread traditionally
made in a variety of cuisines in which sodium
bicarbonate is used as a leavening agent instead
of traditional yeast .

.

CHEESY SCALLOPED POTATOES
The secret to this dish is slicing your potatoes thin
and adding lots and lots of your favourite cheese.

..,

WE’RE FIELD AND FOREST

AND WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT GOOD FOOD.
Our range of Vegan pastries has been met with great interest and positive feedback in the
Foodservice sector. The delivered Foodservice market is worth over £10 billion and growing
alongside an increasing number of Meat Free diets within the UK. There’s no better time
to be Vegan, Vegetarian or wanting to consciously reduce meat consumption and become
Flexitarian. We’ve carefully crafted products that all would enjoy to eat.

BRITISH PIE WEEK �TtR��02�19
NATIONAL BUTCHERS WEEK
Simply Fill & Bake your own pies..

Customers who try our signature
sausage rolls and savoury bake often
comment ‘we can’t believe there’s
no meat’ and we’ve looked beyond
the traditional meat substitutes and
use speciality mushrooms to make
our range plant based, sustainable
and tasty. Mushroom growing has
significantly less impact on the
environment requiring reduced
amounts of water, electricity and
land to grow than the production
of meat.
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Our range is ideally suited to the
schools, college and university
market as they’re naturally low in
salt and soya free. Our range would
equally be at home in cafes and
restaurants as a Meat Free ‘Grab and
Go’ option for customers.
We understand the importance of
giving back and commit to sharing
a percentage of our profits with
YMCA Newcastle.

Our shared passion for speciality
mushrooms made our collaboration
with them a natural fit. We are
looking forward to sharing this
journey with the YMCA Newcastle,
growing jobs for young people and
nurturing a fantastic collaboration for
the future.

Our Fill & Bake products are frozen unbaked
pre lined pastry pie foils with matching pie
lids, they are easy to handle and can be
used straight from the freezer. Simply fill the
bases with your unique sweet or savoury
filling and bake to create your very own
perfect pies.
The range includes puff and shortcrust
lined foils and lids in sizes from 4-5" - 8".

11TH TO 17TH
MARCH 2 019

•o•••
Freshly
Frozen

High
Quality

Convenient

Consistent
Lift

Light
Eating

CREATE WITH BELLS
www.bellsprofessionalpastry.co.uk
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FEATURE

For many people in the baking industry, Easter is often a busy time.
Falling on April 29th, this year is likely to be no different as a number of
seasonal treats prepare to hit the shelves. When it comes to Easter,
there are a number of special delights that instantly come to mind;
chocolate eggs and a leg of lamb, for example. For many people though,
at the top of that list is the hot cross bun.
These currant-studded dough balls
have been a firm favourite of many
people for centuries. In addition to
being the perfect complement to a
good brew, there’s more to the average
hot cross bun than you may think.

HOW ARE THEY MADE?
Today, the standard hot cross bun
recipe contains flour, milk, butter
and yeast. Sultanas or raisins are
traditionally added to the mixture
along with cinnamon, eggs and in
some cases, orange zest.
Owing to their name, the ‘crosses’ are
usually cut into the top of each bun.
However, another method of adding
the cross is by simply using a mixture
of flour and water. After a quick spell in
the oven (around 20 minutes) the hot
cross buns are ready. Whilst there are a
number of spreads that could be used
to accompany these Easter treats, the
most traditional way of serving them is
toasted and buttered.

WHY ARE THEY MORE PROMINENT
AT EASTER?
If you’re anything like us, you might
be partial to the odd hot cross bun at
any point of the year. So, why is Easter
any different?

8

The truth is that there are a number
of different hypotheses for this and
nobody knows which answer is right
or wrong. One possibility is that the
baked good originates from as far back
as the 14th century. A monk named
Thomas Rocliffe is said to have used a
very similar recipe to make buns, which
he then distributed to the poor on
Good Friday.
Others believe that hot cross buns
didn’t become popular until much later
on, during Queen Elizabeth’s reign
in the late 1500s. At this time, it was
deemed illegal to sell hot cross buns or
any other form of spiced bread apart
from on Good Friday or Christmas.
People in breach of this rule were
forced to give away the produce to the
poor and as such, most hot cross buns
were baked in home kitchens.

If you’re planning to make your
own hot cross buns this year,
why not try and add your own twist
to the recipe? There are hundreds
of ideas online with inspiration
for different flavours and recipes.
Whatever you choose to do, make
sure that you’re well stocked up in
time for the Easter week! Customers
will be eager to indulge themselves
with a classic Easter treat.

FANCY SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
Hundreds of years on, the tradition of hot cross
buns is still very much alive. But if you’re looking
for a modern twist on an old classic, there are
plenty to choose from including sour cherry,
blueberry & lemon, double choc or
earl grey. Our favourite is chocolate
hot cross buns with cranberry &
ginger, this recipe incorporates
traditional ingredients whilst
adding a sweet twist, bound
to be a seasonal hit with
your customers.
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TRY OUR AMAZING

Don’t compromise
SIMNEL CAKE
(WITH A TWIST)

on

VEGAN BAKERY

Add to your Easter offering with a simple but effective Simnel Cake with a twist which is a lighter cake base with marzipan
incorporated into it. Whether you want to make from scratch or want an easy to use mix we can help you this cake creation.
Instructions
Cream the fats and sugar together (this
can be done slowly on a machine fitted
with a beater or with the back of a spoon
in a mixing bowl).

Ingredients
1.36kg butter
226g Shortening (94084)
1.58kg Caster Sugar (94161)

Beat in the eggs a little at a time (scrape
down after each addition of egg is added).

2.04kg Liquid Whole Egg (94045)
2.04kg High Ratio/Heat Treated Cake Flour (94065)

Mix in the glycerine and the dried fruit in a
separate bowl.

7g Baking Powder (10021)
4g Mixed Spice (94106)

Sieve the flour, baking powder and spices
together and add to the batter (scrape
down once fully incorporated).

1.81kg Sultanas (31116)
2.04kg Currants (31278)
113g Glycerine (42671)

Lastly mix in the fruit and glycerine
mixture. Scale approx 560g of batter into a
6" hooped cake tin.

700g Neutral Marzipan grated (38117)

600,000

vegans in the UK in 2018,
quadrupling since 2014.

Bake at 170ºC (350ªF) until baked through
(if you are unsure skewer the centre and it
is baked if none of the mix is visible when
the skewer is pulled out).

56%

To decorate, dredge the work surface
lightly with icing sugar and roll out the
marzipan to the desired thickness.

of Brits now adopt vegan
buying behaviours .

Use the 6" cake ring to cut around to give
you the correct amount and shape to top
the cake. Apply the marzipan to the cake
and create 12 balls and add these around
the sides.

16%

Finally blow torch the top of the cake until
you get some brown flecks.

of food products in the
UK had vegan claims in
2018.

Available from BAKO Select
012573_v1_BakoChocCroiss Ad_180x135mm_HR.pdf

1

29/01/2019

16:25

NEW

UK

Multimix Vegan Cake Complete

is the nation with the
highest number of new
vegan products
launched in 2018.

According to the Vegan Society, 1 in 5 Brits are now considering going vegan and growing at a faster rate
than ever. Bakels are proud to extend the Multimix Cake range with NEW Multimix Vegan Cake Complete.


High quality and versatile mix, for production of all styles of cake, including muffin, loaf cakes and more.



Produces goods which are robust, with good tolerance and shelf life.



Requires only the addition of water and oil, for the seamless introduction of vegan goods to your bakery.



Suitable for vegan and vegetarian diets.



Pack size: 12.5kg.

Available from your local BAKO wholesaler.

Bakels code: 382702

Data sources: Vegan Society, Mintel

www.britishbakels.co.uk
01869 356400
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DAWN FOODS BAKO March Breakfast In the Mix.pdf

MOTHER'S
DAY

NEW!

If there’s any day during that year that you should
make a special baking effort for, then it has got to
be Mother’s Day.
Falling on 31st March this year, it’s the perfect opportunity
to shower mum with love. Everybody loves a good
bake, right? Of course, there’s plenty of possibilities when
it comes to things you could bake, but have you tried this
latest trend yet?

CHOCOLATE & CARAMEL CAKES IN A JAR
If you’ve been on any social network recently, you might
have seen more and more of this dessert: cake in a jar.
These are perfect for Mother’s Day thanks to their unique
but attractive presentation, not to mention the
hassle-free process that it takes to make them!
This variation is made by mixing chocolate sponge with
salted caramel and buttercream, resulting in an epic
flavour that everybody will love. Even when not stored
in the fridge, assembled cakes can still be kept for up
to three days.

C

A NEW BREAKFAST TRIO
BRIMMING WITH INCLUSIONS
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Capitalise on the growing
breakfast bakery market.

CMY
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••

BA
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Chef, Author &
Broadcaster

••

WITH GERARD BAKER

••

•••

•••••••

••

•

Congratulations to The Kandy Bar Bakery,
Saltcoats who secured 1st runner up place
& Tom Courts Quality Foods, Burntisland
who took 2nd runner up position.

••••••••

S FOR A
KE

••

Paul Long, Managing Director of BAKO Northern &
Scotland & host Carole Smillie were on hand to present
the award. As Event Partner to Scottish Bakers, Paul sent
a message of congratulations to The Little Bakery on
receiving this ultimate accolade. “Many congratulations
to The Little Bakery on becoming the 2019 World Scotch
Pie Champion. This well deserved award is a reflection of
your hard work & dedication to your craft. Well done from
everyone at BAKO and we wish you continued success
for the future!”

•••

LL

The World Championship Scotch Pie Awards
2019 came to an exciting conclusion on Jan 15th,
as The Little Bakery of Dumfries was announced
as the 20th winner of the competition, making
them The World Scotch Pie Champion Of 2019.

••

••

••

••

•

•

K

Sign up for monthly insights
including articles from chef &
renowned celebrity food
broadcaster Gerard Baker, plus
great recipes and giveaways.

SIGN UP TODAY
AND GET FREE
DOBLA® BUNNY
CHOCOLATES!*

Shake up your offering with Dawn’s
indulgent range of breakfast products treats to suit any palate.
For cookie lovers, we have a
ready to bake Banana, Vanilla &
Chocolate cookie puck and for
muffin aficionados we have both a
Williams Pear & Chocolate Muffin and
a Breakfast Muffin. Simply thaw and serve!
Our Breakfast range is filled with delicious inclusions:
• Williams Pear & Chocolate Muffin: a tulip style muffin made with dark
chocolate chunks and Williams pear pieces, filled with Williams pear jam.
• Breakfast Muffin: rich in inclusions, our flowerpot muffin contains apricot
pieces, dried cranberries and pumpkin seeds. It is filled with a fruity apricot jam,
and topped with crunchy oat granola.
• Banana, Vanilla & Chocolate cookie puck: filled with decadent dark chocolate
chunks and sweet banana puree. Create that freshly baked cookie aroma &
taste in very little time!

dawnfoods.com
01386 760843

*T&Cs apply and while stocks last. For more information visit: dawnfoods.com

Providing the ingredients for life’s sweet moments
To order, contact your BAKO representative.
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DAWN FOODS BAKO March Easter In the Mix with codes v2.pdf
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TWO FANTASTIC EASTER
HOP-PORTUNITIES!
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Give your proﬁts a Dawn® Bunny Boost with
hoppin’ly good seasonal specials.
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Chef, Author &
Broadcaster

••

••

•••••

••••••••

WITH GERARD BAKER
••

•

Sign up on our website for
monthly insights including articles
from chef & renowned celebrity
food broadcaster Gerard Baker,
plus great recipes and giveaways.

THE NEW MILK CHOCOLATE
ONLY 1% ADDED SUGAR / NOTHING ARTIFICIAL

SIGN UP TODAY
AND GET FREE
DOBLA® BUNNY
CHOCOLATES!*

Ecl1pse is the revolutionary milk chocolate with only 1% added sugar, yet tonnes of delicious
chocolate taste. Its sweetness and creaminess come from milk – and nothing artificial.
Spoiling your customers with the pure indulgence of a full-bodied, sensual chocolate without
having to worry about the sugar has never been easier. Simply replace your regular chocolate
in your cakes and pastries with ecl1pse and you’ll easily reduce the sugar amount in your
recipes by up to 50%!

With Dawn® products, you can create an amazing range of Easter bakes that
are delicious to eat, and you can save money too with these two offers.

£5 OFF EACH 12.5KG BAG OF THESE DAWN® BASES
49960

Dawn® Extra Moist Muffin Base - Plain

49924

49961

Dawn® Extra Moist Muffin Base - Chocolate

49946 Dawn® Golden Genoese Cake Base

49923

Dawn® Crème Cake Base - Plain

49963

Dawn® Crème Cake Base - Chocolate
Dawn® Dark Devils Genoese Cake Base

£3 OFF EACH 6KG PAIL OF THESE DAWN® FROSTINGS
49977

Dawn® Cream Cheese Frosting

49902

49933

Dawn Vanilla Frosting

49900 Dawn® Toffee Frosting

52254

Dawn Strawberry Frosting

49120

49860

Dawn Chocolate Frosting

®
®

Dawn® Lemon Frosting
Dawn® Coffee Frosting

®

Win a hoppin’ly good trip to Amsterdam!

Be in with a chance to WIN a fantastic
weekend trip for two people to Amsterdam
including a creative bakery workshop!

Enter through our website: dawnfoods.com

dawnfoods.com
01386 760843

With ecl1pse, you’re ready for 2020 now!
Recipes & inspiration: www.callebaut.com/ecl1pse

*T&Cs apply and while stocks last. For more information visit: dawnfoods.com

Providing the ingredients for life’s sweet moments
To order, contact your BAKO representative. Promotion valid from March 1st to April 26th 2019. Subject to availability.
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Deliciously warming
Wrapped up in a chilli, coriander and cumin seed pastry, our fragrant
and flavoursome Chicken Balti pie combines tender chicken breast
with an aromatic blend of herbs and spices.

Forest + Field

Truly

We are pleased to introduce Field and forest vegan
sausage rolls and bakes to our range. These vegan
savouries have already been met with positive
feedback from the food service sector.

We are excited to introduce the Spring
range from Truly. With a vast selection of
cake decorations and supplies to suit every
occasion over the coming months, you can
get creative with your baking.

A plant-based solution for your customers that
doesn’t compromise on flavour and quality.

Quality Wholesome Food
Wrights Food Group, Weston Road, Crewe, Cheshire, CW1 6XQ | 01270 504 300 | www.wrightsfoodgroup.com
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Wrights Full Page Advert - Chicken Balti Pie.indd 1
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Dawn

Bally Callebaut

Breakfast Muffin – filled with apricot pieces, dried
cranberries, and pumpkins seeds. Injected with
apricot jam and topped with crunchy oat granola.

Ecl1pse – More indulgence with less sugar.
With only 1% added sugar, the sweetness
and creaminess comes from the milk.
Simply replace your regular chocolate in
your cakes and pastries with ecl1pse and
you'll easily reduce the sugar amount in your
recipes by up to 50%.

Williams Pears & Chocolate Muffin – packed with
dark chocolate chunks and pear pieces with a
hidden surprise of pear jam inside.
Banana, Vanilla + Chocolate Cookie Puck –
filled with dark chocolate chunks and sweet
banana purée.
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CONTACTS

84043

BAKO NORTHERN
& SCOTLAND
T: 01913 780088
bakonorthern.co.uk

1-6 Merton Industrial Park,
Lee Road, London,
SW19 3XX
T: 02084 170540
bakose.co.uk

BAKO £50K CHALLENGE

BAKO NORTH WESTERN

in aid of Macmillan
Cancer Support

74 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Longridge Road, Preston,
Lancashire, PR2 5BE

www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/bakonw50k

T: 01772 664300
bakonw.co.uk
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24 x 240g

£

.00

75P
PER
PIE

ONLY

LAST MONTH'S ANSWERS

5
7
2

47

25kg

£

.99

CODE

1 4 5
6

ANSWERS IN NEXT
MONTH'S EDITION

8

MARCH

APRIL

4

National Pie Week

19

Good Friday

5

Shrove Tuesday

21

Easter Sunday

17

St Patrick's Day

23

St George's Day

31

Mothering Sunday

3

£

.49
ONLY

CALENDAR

FROM ONLY

3 8 1
1
9 6
9
6
4 5
7
6 2
5 4
2 7

ONLY

BREAK
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Crumb Softener

BAKO SOUTH EASTERN

Mill Road, Littleburn Industrial Estate,
Langley Moor, Durham, DH7 8HR

7 9 2
8
2 9 5
1 3 7 4
2
7
7 9
3
8 4
1
1
4 3
9 2 7
8
3
6

77111

Chicken
Balti Pie

If you need to contact your local depot for information about ordering,
product ranges or anything else, please contact us using the details below:

SAVOURY

CONTACT INFORMATION

Buncase
4.99

40117

Buncase Pink

51 x 38 - 360

£

12612

Buncase Yellow

51 x 38 - 360

£

12622

Buncase Multipack

51 x 38 - 384

£

42148

Buncase Floral

51 x 38 - 1000

£

4.99

4

£

.99

Tulip Cake

6.99

40124

Orange

175mm - 150

£

3.49

40125

Yellow

175mm - 150

£

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

4.99
4.99

SWEET

SAVOURY

NEW

NEW

FROM ONLY

18

£

.99

Chocolate & Pear

40

£

Breakfast Muffin

48

£

49858

45P

Vegan Savoury Bake

Vegan Pastries

24

Chocolate & Pear Muffin

49859

.00
81737

Breakfast
90 x 80g

Banana, Chocolate and Vanilla Cookie Puck

18

£

49858
£

49856

N

ONLY

49859

Cookies and Muffins

VEG
A

.99

18.99

81737

Vegan Sausage Roll

30

34.99

81736

Vegan Savoury Bake

40

60P

PER
BAKE

94109

Demi White
Baguette

Bells
Bases and Lids

FROM ONLY

8

£

81510

81509

81504

81501

Base

Shortcrust

18.00

£

81510

Shortcrust Foil Base 4.5”

90 x 45g

81509

Shortcrust Round Base 4.5”

90 x 45g

£

81502

Shortcrust Oval Steak and Kidney Lid 4.5"

50 x 56g

£

81501

Steak and Kidney Base Foil

50 x 60g

81504

Puff Pastry Round Plate Lid 6.75"

40 x 98g

£

81506

Puff Pastry Round Base in Foil 7.752”

30 x 140g

£

9.50
8.50

11.50

£

Puff Pastry

Steak & Kidney

9.00
9.00

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

ONLY

20

.50

5

40 x 135g

£

.49
Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

PER
ROLL

SAVOURY

SWEET

23133

HPKO 90

FROM ONLY

4

£
ONLY

17

12.5kg

£

.99

51033

Bunspice

Flavouring

.30

Please see your
sales representative
for further details

Vanilla
5

51033

Bunspice

1kg

£

.99

51179

Lemon

1kg

£

4.99

51029

Vanilla

1kg

£

4.99

BUL
DEA K
AV
L

Turkish Sultanas
and Greek Currants

EAS
T
BUL ER
DEA K
L

51029

AILA

BLE

Spices
Skimmed
Milk Powder
for illustration
purposes only

Please see your
sales representative
for further details

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

ONLY

9

£

.99

94106

Mixed Spice

2kg

94129

Ground Cinnamon

2kg

94107

Ground Ginger

2kg

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

SWEET

SWEET

40P

Topped &
Filled Donuts

PER
DONUTS
FROM ONLY

8

ONLY

£

18

£

.99

88286

Filly Berry

48 x 75g

88287

Filly Cocoa Crėme

48 x 75g

88288

Filly Crispy Caramel

48 x 65g

88289

Filly Vanilla

48 x 75g

88287

88288

Cocoa Crėme

88289

Caramel

Vanilla

.40
8.40

£

10501

Kitkat (4 Fingers)

24 x 41.5g

10502

Maltesers

40 x 37g

£

10503

Mars Bar

48 x 51g

£

10504

Snickers

48 x 48g

£

10505

Twix

32 x 50g

£

15.60
16.80
16.64
12.39

81098

Chocolate
Croissant

Carrot Cake Mix

5

£

.00
OFF

NOW

NOW

22100

.99

ONLY

ONLY

24

£

30

48 x 95g

£

.99

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

.00
OFF

Frosting

Cake and Muffin Mix

12.5kg

3

£

49977

Cream Cheese

6kg

49960

Extra Moist Muffin Mix - Plain

12.5kg

49933

Vanilla Frosting

6kg

49961

Extra Moist Muffin Mix - Chocolate

12.5kg

52254

Strawberry Frosting

6kg

49923

Crème Cake Mix - Plain

12.5kg

49860

Chocolate Frosting

6kg

49924

Crème Cake Mix - Chocolate

12.5kg

49902

Lemon Frosting

6kg

49946

Golden Genoese Vanilla Cake Mix

12.5kg

49900

Toffee Frosting

6kg

49963

Dark Devils Genoese Chocolate Cake Mix

12.5kg

49120

Coffee Frosting

6kg

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

SWEET

Renmac

ONLY

77113

Vegan Cake Mix

VEG
A

N

ER K
G

£

.95

91016

Macaroona

ONLY

£2.5
6
P

44

12.5kg

SWEET

25%
OFF

91019

59

12.5kg

£

.95

Satin Crème Cake Mix
81527

Plain

12.5kg

81530

Chocolate

12.5kg

94156

Lemon Curd

.99

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

ONLY

31

£

12.5kg

19

12.5kg

£

.99

ONLY

FROM ONLY

30

£

.00

Marzipan
38117

Natural

2 x 5kg

38116

Golden

2 x 5kg

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

SWEET

SWEET

NEW

92365 Baby Blue

92368 Yellow

92366 Pink

92367 Green

92364 Red

92363 Black

92362 Red

FROM ONLY

13

£

hers Day
Mot31ST

FROM ONLY

10

.75

£

MARCH

.50

First Day of Spring

Baby Blue

12 x 250g

£

13.75

92368

Yellow

12 x 250g

£

13.75

92366

Pink

12 x 250g

£

13.75

92367

Green

12 x 250g

£

13.75

32181

Sprinkletti - Valentino

1kg

£

93264

Red

12 x 250g

£

13.75

32180

Sprinkletti - Springaletti

1kg

£

92363

Black

12 x 250g

£

13.75

32179

Mini Beans - Green

1kg

£

92362

Red

6 x 1kg

£

24.99

32178

Glimmer Sugar - Pink

1kg

£

92364

Black

6 x 1kg

£

24.99

32177

Glimmer Sugar - Green

1kg

£

92352

White

6 x 1kg

£

23.50

32176

Glimmer Pearls - Ice Pink

1kg

£

92365

92364 Black

92352 White

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

20TH MARCH

15.50

24.50

32175

Glimmer Hearts Mini Dream

800g

£

24.50

32174

Glimmer Hearts - Candy Floss

800g

£

16.50

32173

Glimmer Flowers - Spring Mix

800g

£

10.50

32172

Glimmer Ducks and Bunnies

800g

£

10.50

32171

Glimmer Butterflies Multicoloured

800g

£

15.00

32170

Glimmer - 100s & 1000s Romance

1kg

£

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

15.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
10.50

SWEET

SWEET

NEW
20022

Victoria Sponge Cake

FROM ONLY

10

£

33383

Ecl1pse

ONLY

£

.00

33472

20021

12.99

20020

Gluten Free Caramel Shortcake Traybake

15 portions

£

20019

Gluten Free Brownie Traybake

15 portions

£

20021

Gluten Free Lemon Drizzle Traybake

15 portions

£

20022

Gluten Free Victoria Sponge Cake

12 portions

£

Lemon Drizzle

11.99
10.99
13.99

Gingerbread Men

£

.99

33473

ONLY

ONLY

24

14kg

18

105 x 42g
Pack
of 105

£

.50

20024

.50

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

10

15 portions

£

.99

N

ONLY

15

£

VEG
A

N

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

19

.99

Vegan Chocolate
Sponge Cake

VEG
A

Gingerbread
Rabbit

Pack of 90

20023

Vegan Orange
& Apricot Traybake

75069

Rice
Krispies

£

Caramel Shortcake

75066

Cornflakes

10kg

20020

GLU
T
FRE EN
E

Gluten Free

90

10kg

.99

13

14 portions

£

.99

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

BAKO

As Easter is fast approaching, we’ve included plenty of sweet treats in this month’s edition
of Bako Best Bites, catering for all your baking needs this Spring!

29003

Milk Chocolate
Speckled Eggs (Natural)

£

.25

94035

Lemon Cake Mix

ONLY

19

12.5kg

£

.99

Sweet Melt
Carrots

ONLY

ONLY

17

3kg

92147

15

260

£

.99

